A nimal studies on the intracoronary electrocardiogram (IC ECG) preceded coronary angioplasty, today referred to as percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI), by 1 year, almost 40 years ago (1) . Even the balloon was there, but it was used for temporary coronary occlusion producing ischemia rather than for treating coronary stenoses.
In 1983, pacemaker electrodes were used to derive an intracardiac ECG in patients with various degrees of ischemia (2) .
In 1984, IC ECG was first used in patients. This happened in the realm of PCI (3) . When hooking up the coronary guidewire to equipment for coronary pacing to obviate the need for a temporary right ventricular pacemaker, it was found that simultaneous connection to the precordial input socket of any ECG machine revealed a continuous I.C. ECG (4).
This not only reflected by definition the territory of interest but also showed ischemia much more conspicuously (and therefore conceivably sooner) than even the precordial leads. The I.C. ECG appeared particularly helpful in the territory of a nondominant left circumflex coronary artery, notoriously poorly represented by standard ECG leads ( Figure 1 Technical papers in the early '90s showed that some repolarization changes in the I.C. ECG as seen in Figure 1 were not necessarily signs of ischemia but rather signs of the proximity of the lead to the muscle (13) and that there may be a repolarization alternans undetectable by surface ECG leads (14) .
In this millennium, the I.C. ECG was used to predict myocardial recovery during primary PCI (15, 16) . Viability assessment in stable patients in comparison with stress echocardiography (17) or with balloon occlusion (18) and predictability of protection by recruitable collaterals (19) using the I.C. ECG were further applications proposed. These reports added to the few, but seminal, papers correlating the I.C. ECG with clinical and prognostic endpoints in coronary artery disease.
Last, but not least, I.C. ECG was correlated with fractional flow reserve in an interesting attempt to obviate the need for the costly pressure wire (20) . From the Cardiovascular Department, University Hospital Bern, Bern, Switzerland. Dr. Meier has reported that he has no relationships relevant to the contents of this paper to disclose.
occlusion (CTO) (12). Even when it does not sound very
practical to first have to pass a coronary guidewire and then even have to also advance an insulation catheter through a CTO to focus the electrical harvesting region to the very territory of interest before being able to assess viability, the paper has significant clinical value.
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